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From Reader Review B is for Bad Boy for online ebook

Ch says

Read a bit of the first two books and was a bit bored. Too predictable so I didn't bother reading them

Kristy Shaffer says

B is for Bad Boy alright! A hot steamy collection from kick arse authors Bella Love-Wins, JS Wilder just to
name a fellow of the talented authors in this collection. A must read for all alpha bad boy lovers!!

Janice Bold says

I received this book as an ARC in exchange for a review.

Hot MC from start to finish. I got drawn in by each story and captivated by every character.

Loved the stories in this anthology and will look for more from the authors.

Great job!

Susan says

Oh, my! This collection is so good; it is sizzling, steamy hot. In it, you get books by 14 fabulous authors.
Some of them are standalone, and some are first books in a series. I had already read several of the books,
and even with that, it is still worth the money. You can read the whole set all at one time, or you can spread
the books out. I received this book from one of the authors in return for an honest review, but if I hadn't, I
would have purchased it, and would have been so glad I did.

Myrna Kester-Peachock says

This book is fantastic and I cannot wait for moe. It is about Talon. Knox's brother and Crystal who he must
protect. Knox is from her Billionaire series which I highly recommend. Hell I recommend all of them!



Charlene says

Some good, some bad, some not worth it.

Momma Hellmouth says

My Review of B is For Bad Boy: By a Collection of Authors
My Rating is 5 Book-Worthy Stars
What an explosive collection of stories, There is a story in here for anyone.
Some do have cliffhangers, but those are the ones leaving you wanting more. These stories are hot and
steamy and definitely worth reading. This collection of stories do not disappoint. Rocked by Bella Love was
HOT! Loved Johnny and Amanda’s story. This book is most definitely Full of BAD BOYS!
* I received a free copy of this book for an honest review.*
**Reviewed for Hellmouth’s Bookblog & Reviews**

Agnieszka says

Owned by the Billionaire Cowboy: The Complete Series 4*, 120 pages (5/1/17) Texas
A short, nice, very hot, light and entertaining read with likeble characters. Something to read in-between
some longer projects :-)

Serving the Soldier - Part 1 4*, 60 pages (5/5/17) South Carolina?
I loved the beginning of this story especially the main characters and the way they interact with each other.
Another new series for my ever growing TBR I hope to read soon.

Groomless - Part 1 3*, 78 pages (5/30/17)
The beginning of the story was was ok - interesting enough I want to continue but not exceptional. I liked the
general idea very much.

Mistaken 1 4*, 75 pages (5/30/17) California, Japan
I'm hooked and want more! One of the more interesting romance stories with great writting skills.

Sheri says

I received an advanced copy from one of the authors in exchange for an honest review.

B is For Bad Boy is a collection of stories about Bikers, Billionaires, and all-around bad boys. I love MC
books so, of course, I would read those. I think the mix of alphas was spot on. There was something for
every taste.

Review for Alpha Biker by Lexy Timms:



(3 stars) It was my first Lexy Timms book and I have to say, it was just okay. I usually love MC books but
the dialogue didn't flow between the characters. There was something off with the dialogue.
What I liked:
The cover is hot! it totally caught my eye!
I want to know what happens with Classic and Jace so I do want to keep reading.
One word - Mud! I want to read more about him!

Review for Gone 0.5 by Kendra Wild
(5 stars) Gone 0.5 is the first book from Kendra Wild. It was a quick read and the perfect prequel to a series
that I will definitely be reading. Gone 0.5 left me wanting so much more!
The cover is gorgeous! I love it!
Jordan and Hunter are hot together. I can't wait to see what happens with these two. Jordan is a badass chick
who fixes motorcycles...I love this about her! Definitely different than most MC books I've read.
Hunter is a mystery. It is going to be an adventure figuring him out!
I like the intrigue between the two clubs. I can't wait to follow the twists and turns as the story unfolds.

Review for Serving the Soldier by Helen Grey
(3 stars) I've never read a story by Helen Grey but I will definitely be finishing this five part series. Serving
the Soldier does end in a cliffhanger.
The characters were strong and I felt the sparks between Jax and Angie. With a threat revealed, I can't wait to
read what is going to happen.
There were a few misspelled words (role instead of roll, is instead of are) but they didn't detract from the
story.

Denise Davis says

the stories I have read are good. The only problem with this book is it is a collection of first books with out
the remaining books to finish the story. so read at your own choice. Like I said what I have read so far is
really good. so go ahead and enjoy it.

Janet Batchelor says

Billionaires Temptation

The was a revitalizing story that is suspense love and a need to understand with a story of a lot of twists and
turns.

MJ Symmonds says

*Will review each book as I read*

Rocked Series by Bella Love-Wins
5 Stars
I have loved every book by Bella. This series is no exception!!!



Rock star Johnny Q Venom is an avid fan of MMA fighter Roxy Punisher. When he requires a new security
detail he makes it his mission to have her protect him. Amanda wants to get her life back on track after a
devastating fight that ended her fighting career. Maybe working for the Rock Star will kick start her plan for
a private security company. When Amanda meets Johnny he is nothing like what she expected & the sparks
between them are instantaneous. Will they be able to keep business and pleasure separate or are they doomed
from the start?

The Billionaire's Secret Kink by Lisa Ladew
5 Stars
This was the first book I've read by Lisa Ladew & It won't be the last because I've already bought the next
two books in this series. Knox Rosesson is a self made man who is very driven to uncover secrets within his
own family and to find the woman who got away. Mica Nichols has been on the run her entire life. She
finally decides she must hire a protection detail. It just happens to be with the one man who made her feel
safe on a very special night many years ago. While hiding her identity Mica hires Knox on the spot. Will
they have a chance to set things right before her past catches up to her?
This book was amazing and left me wanting more & more I will get as soon as I finish all the other books in
the anthology.

Serving the Soldier 1 by Helen Grey
5 Stars
I was enthralled by this book. It certainly makes you want to go buy the others.
Angie is nurse who provides live in care for her home bound patients. Her next job is to help nurse Special
Forces soldier Jax Andrews recover from injuries sustained while on a tour of duty. Can Angie ignore the
flares of heat that arises while around Jax in order to provide the care he needs to recover or will Jax run her
off as he struts around naked showing of his fine physique and sexual charisma.

Mistaken by Renna Peak
5 Stars
Now this is a doozie of a book!! What an ending. Like OMG what just happened. I will definitely be reading
the rest of this series.
Jenna is trying but having a very difficult time getting over the death of her fiance. She meets Brandon and
boy are the sparks instantaneous but Jenna doesn't think it can be anything more than one night. That is until
"fate" intervenes and puts Brandon in her path at all turns. Can she let go & let him in or will both their
secrets spell disaster.

Disguise by Bella Love-Wins
5 Stars
I read this book before and have reviewed. Link to review: https://www.goodreads.com/review/show...

Cherye Elliott says

Bad Boys

Okay. Took me a while to read this assortment of books. How fun. There were some authors who were old
favorites....Bella Love Wins, Lexy Timms, Bella Wild, Ali Parker, JS Wilder to name a few....and new ones
too!



I love bundled books. Get to read new stories I have missed and new authors AND remember authors I kind
of forgot. Sorry. Sad but true. Kindle Unlimited is great but even $.99 you can't beat that with a stick or a
whip! Haha. Enjoy reading this great selection of books. 5 stars most definitely.


